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1. Introduction and Summary

In sample surveys, it happens s9metimes that several auxihary variables
are available for measurement which are highly correlated with the
variable under study. It is therefore of interest to investigate the effect
of using all or some of them in building up an estimate of the popula
tion mean or total of the character under study. Olkin (1958) has
discussed the extension; of ratio method of estimation to several auxi
liary variables for uni-stage designs. Sukhatme and Koshal (1959)
have discussed the ratio method of estimation in, the case of a single
auxiliary variable with unknown population mean for multi-stage
designs. The object of this paper is to extend these results to several
auxiliary variables with unknown means for a three-stage design, the
treatment is perfectly general and the results can be extended to designs
with, any number of stages.

2. Notation and the Procedure of Multi-Phase Sampling

p = number of auxihary variables available for measurement.

N = total number- of primary units in the population.

M/= total number of secondary units in the r-th primary unit

B^j = total number of tertiary units in the (/, 7)-th secondary
unit (j— 1, 2, ..., M;).

= the value of the variable under study for the A:-th tertiary

unit of the j-th secondary unit in the /-th primary unit
{k = I, 2, ..., 5y).

Xaiiic —the value of a-th auxihary variable for the /c-th tertiary
unit of the j-th secondary unit in the !-th primary unit
{a=\, 2, p).

Let
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Further, let

' JV

^MiZj

and

where
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fc=l i=l

N

1=1

The quantities corresponding to each of the auxihary variables
are also defined in a similar fashion.

The problem considered here is to estimate the population mean
y using the information on the p auxihary variables when the popu
lation means of these auxiliary variables are not known. In such
a case, the procedure of multi-phase sampling is usually adopted
as given in the following scheme.

We shall consider a scheme of sampling where at each stage,
samphng units are selected with equal probabilities and without replace
ment. The results can however be extended to other schemes of
samphng also. To estimate the population means of the auxihary
variables, we take a random sample of n' primary units out of N.
In the /-th selected primary unit, we select a random sample of m/
secondary units out of In the (/, 7)-th selected secondary unit,
we select a random sample of b„ tertiary units out of 5^^. and observe
the auxiliary variables on the selected units. Then an unbiased estimate

of Xa... is given by

n mi

^Zj zi

i'ia

^ an ^ r ^atjk (" —Ij 2, •••, p).

and the summation is taken over all the units in the sample.
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A sub-sample of n units is now selected at random with equal
probabilities and without replacement from the selected n' primary
units. If the j-th primary unit is in the sub-sample, a simple random
sample of secondary units is drawn out of m-. If the (;, y)-th
secondary unit is in the sub-sample, a simple random sample of b^j
tertiary units is drawn from b^•. This sub-sample is used to observe the
main variable under study. ' Then the estimate proposed for the
population mean using information on all the auxihary vari
ables is

where

yR = S
a=i

_

ra = ^

n mi

'»=b.,L
Xa„ based on (n, m^, bi,) are defined as in (2.2) and w= (wj, w^,

' P

Wj,) are the weights such that 27 = 1.
a=i

Then it is clear that

cov. (x,„, :P„) =^^ Zj ~u)
1=1

yv Mi

kF ^ miM, Zj ~
where

(2.3)

yn (2.4)

N

^hixa ~ _2Zj ~^a... )
1=1

M,

~M. —iZj ~ ~XaiJ (2-6)
• M
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^iiyxa Q 2 (Jijs ĵ'ij.) i^aiik
j=i

(a=l, 2,

In what follows, any estimate with a dash will indicate an estimate
based on the larger sample while one without it will indicate an estimate
based on the smaller sub-sample, the estimator being the same in both
the cases unless specified otherwise.'

3. Expectation and Variance of

It can be shown that when x's are positive and sample size so
large that terms of order higher than Ijn can be neglected:

E O-aXan')

I yjXqJ- V(x,,,)
= J...

_ Cov. (y„, Xa„) - Cov.(j)„,,
y...Xa... .

(3.1)

Hence the relative bias in the estimate to the iirst degree of
approximation is given by:

Define

P

^ (Xa„) - V(Xa„.) _ Cov. x^J-Qov.
^ y... XaZ .

(3.2)

S\
:a = C ^^ 7iff

^ivia ~ P<!' ~ (3-3)

^iiiKa Pan ^iixa ^2 " ^^iia
a...

= PiflaSx^S^^.
. Using (3.3), the expression for the relative bias reduces to

a 1-

iv) PbyaClyCua)
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11

%=1

N .

nN Lj iriiMi Bi,J

X (C^ija Piiva ^ijy ^tia)

—(Similar terms with n, and b^j replaced by n', mi and

b |̂ respectively).

In particular, assume that

(A) m- = m', mi = m, b '̂ = b', bn = b.

{A') M, = M,B„=B.

(B) Finite correction factors can be ignored.

Let

N in

iVMZi Zj
i=l J = 1

Then it can be seen that the bias vanishes exactly if

^ ^ = f«?a (a=l,2,...,p). (3.6)
Xa... S^a

If further, we assume that:

(C) n' = N, mi = mj = M,, b^^ = b^/ = B^

i.e., there is no sub-sampling and there is no double-sampling, the
relative bias is given by

2 ~ P^n^a ^"'a)
Cl=:l

which is the expression given by Olkin (1958).

It can be seen that to the first order~of approximation

02
wxa , ^ w»a

87

(3.5)

(3.7)
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COV. (r^Xa„;

' ^(h) _ C0Y.(y„, Cov. CP„, xp„)= y\.

+

L y\. y...Xa..

Cov.ixa,„xp„-]
^a...

-y'

y... Xji...

^<yn') _ Cov.
L y\. y...Xa...

Cov. (y,,', %„0 ^ Cov.fe„>, XfaO
y.. ^l}... ^a... %.. + V(h') (3.8)

.If we write the matrix where the (a, ^)-th element
d^p is given by

^ _ V(yJ Cov.(y„,Xa„) Cov.(y„, xpj Cov. (x„„,xp„)
"aS ^

y... Xa y... %..,
+

^a...

and D^, = (i/'„^) with n, m^, in replaced by m^, 6^/, the-
variance of can simply be written as

I' V

Vfe) =1! V + S WaWp Cov. (raXan', rp Xp„>)
a^B

= P.,. WDW'+ V{y„.) (3.9)

where D = — D„>.

Using (3.8), the variance of can be written as

r(y^-K j]
a./? L i=i

i = l

N

+nN Zi ^ Zj (5:,. ~5:.)
i=l j=l

.1

V Mi

n'N Z_i m/M, Li \h,; Bj
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N

/I 1 \ 1

+ y'... („' +n'N J](m/ m}
Ar Mi

+«w E miM, EG,,' b)
i=I i=l

(3.10)

Where

~ ^IIJ^ Ptya^Iio^ha. ~t" Pbaji^ha.^}!^

~ Piya^iv^ia Piyfi^iy^ip Piafl^ia^ifi

^ij ^ iiy Piiya^ljy^ija Piiiifi^iiy^ii^~^ Piia$
(3.11)

Under the assumptions (A), (A'), (B) and (3.5), the expression for
F(j>fl) simplifies to:

Where

Fo.)=£;[(i - i.)V+(i - ^,)s
a.p

O a C 2 Q 2
I I 'Jwy

n' n'm' n'm'b'

(3.12)

R^=-^ and

4. Optimum Weight Function

(3.13)

Of all the weight vectors with the condition 2" w„ = 1, we choose

that vector for which V(J^^) is minimum. From the expression for the
variance of given in (3.9), it is clear that it will suffice to minimize
wnw'.
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Let

WDW - 2X(we' - 1)

Where A is the lagrangian multiplier and e = (1, 1,..., 1).
Differentiating with respect to W and equating the result to zero
vector for a minimum, we obtain:

WD- Xe = 0.

Assuming D~^ to exist, we obtain

W = XeD-\

so that

1
A =

eD-^e'

and therefore the optimum vector W is given by

W=!^. (4.1)
eD~^e

and the optimum variance is given by

1!.
eD-^e'

Under the assumption (C), it is clear that V(;p„0 = 0 and the matrix
D reduces to Gjn where the (a, ;8)-th element of the matrix G is given
by

gaji = —Pn'a.

(4.3)

and the optimum variance of reduces to

V(v ) = (4-4)y (yRUt.

which is the result given by Olkin (1958).

Using the method of Olkin (1958), it can again be shown that in the
case of multiphase sampling, the estimate based on q variables is more
efficient than the one based on p auxiliary variables whenever q is greater
than p.

V{yn\.u=^. + V{y,,) (4.2)
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5. Estimation of the Variance of

91

If the bias is negligible, may be estimated by = yjxan, so
that a consistent estimate of dap is given by

Est. V(y„)- Est. Cov. (y,, - % Est. Cov. (y„, xfj
+ Est. Cov. (Xa„, XpJ (5.1)

with a similar expression for theestimate ofy^_,_ d'̂ ^, where Est. V(y„),
Est. Cov. (j>„, xj, Est. Cov. (y„, x^J and Est. Cov. (xa„, %) denote
unbiased estimates of V(yj, Cov. (y„, x^J, Cov. (y„, xpj and Cov.

xpn) respectively. Ignoring the bias, we have approximately,
Est. D-' = (Est. Z))-i = 3-^ (5.2)

Also the matrix £> is estimated by

3 = (Est. yt dap - Est.. y\. d'ap) . (5.3)

Hence, a consistent estimate of the variance of y^ is given by

1

Let

Est.-K(j>s) =
eLr^e'

Est.' V(j„0

6. Efficiency of Multi-phase Sampling

C 2 C 2 3
^try ^2 — C ^

' ,-,2 '
y\.

S,,.- — n 2
— '-'na ) y2

^ a...

Swy^a ~ Piiya^wii^ir.ia' ^"•Va ' PwyaSwy^iiXa'
Further,- for the sake of simpUcity, let

Cfcjj = Cj,, C„-ct — C,(j, C,„ct — C((!

Pb'yd Pbu> ^wya Picya Ptoy*

~ P6' Ptnap Ptoi Pwa^ Pto*

(5.4)
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Then assuming (A), (A'), (B) and (3.5), it can be seen that the
optimum weight vector is given by

and the expression for the variance V(yj^) reduces to

V(j)^) = j;-2 f -f _j_
\ n nm ninb)

+(/i ~i)

^nmh n'm'b^ ~

(̂rnn ~~ nw) " ^P<nAoC,o,,)

î^mb n'm'b^ ~~ '̂ P wy
Under the same assumptions, the variance of j),, reduces to

V(yu)= y'... f^ +^ +AA
\ n nm nmbJ

It follows that if the following inequalities hold,' namely

C.' (1 - P,\+P{P,C,^ - QC,,) < 0
e,/ (1 - P„) + p (p,Ao^ - 2p,„„C,„C,J < 0

- • CJ (1 - pj + p CpAo^ - 2p= „(^„c:,) < 0
the estimate j>g based on multi-phase sampling will be more efficient
than the estimate y^. On simplification, these conditions reduce to:

PpTtV > 1
l+{p~ 1)A 2 C„

P'Pwv ^ 1 C
l+(^-l)p,„ >2>

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)
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PPmy > I £2
l + (P OP.

7. Illustration with Special Reference to Survey on Guava in
U.P.

In this section, we shall develop appropriate procedures based
on the use of two auxiliary variables for estimating the population
total with special reference to the sampling design adopted by the
Institute of Agricultural Research Statistics, I.C.A.R., in the pilot sample
survey on guava crop, carried out in Allahabad District of Uttar
Pradesh during the year 1961-62.

The design adopted for the survey was stratified multi-stage random
sampling with tehsils constituting the strata, villages, the primary
units of sampling, orchards under guava the secondary units and trees
the ultimate units of samphng. In each stratum, a certain number
of villages were selected with equal probability and without replace
ment. In each selected village, all the guava orchards were com
pletely enumerated to determine the number of bearing trees and the
area under guava orchards. A sub-sample of these villages was
selected for the purpose of yield study. Within each of these selected
villages, a specified number of guava orchards were selected at random.
Within each selected orchard, a certain number of bearing trees were
selected at random to record the yield of the crop.

For the purpose of illustration, we will derive result for one
stratum only. Let

TV = number of villages in the tehsil,

= number of guava orchards in the j-th village (/ = 1, 2, ...,
N).

Bij = number of bearing guava trees in the 7-th orchard of the
z-th village 0 =1, 2, ..., M^).

— area of the _/-th orchard in the /-th village.

yuk = yield of the k-ih. tree in the y-th orchard of the r-th village
(/c=l, 2, 5,,).

n' = number of villages selected for complete enumeration.

h = number of villages sub-sampled for yield study.
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m^ = number of orchards selected in the f-th village contained
in n.

bji = number of trees selected in the (i, 7)-th orchard contained
in n.

N N Ml N Mi Bij

y... = Uyi.. = U U Vii. = U 2 2ym.-
i=l i=l 3=1 i=l }= 1 fc=l

N N Mi

A. = S
t=l 3-1

N N Mi

B.. = = E
i=l i=l

y - y..
yn yA = ^ -

Then an unbiased estimate of the total number of bearing trees is given
•by

i

Similarly, an unbiased estimate of total area under guava orchards
is given by:

n L_i '
i

Defining

n M

Z_i ^
i i

n mi

i 3

n W{

^ Nyl^y
H£_j Z_l

it can be shown that y„, B„ and A,^ are unbiased estimates of v...»
jB., and respectively.
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For the purpose of illustration, we shall consider the following
four estimates:

(i) yn

(ii) = ^ . B,,

(iii) r, = . A^,

(iv) T=wT^ + {\- w) Ta

where w is so determined that V{T) is minimum.

Then, it can be shown that

=(; - ;•) - 27.W+(,7-#)•'•

+»£ Q. - i)
Mi

+

N Mj

nNZ_J irii
1=1 j=i

with a similar expression for V (T2) and

'1 1

b«

Coy. (Ti, ('5'4j,"'+ yayA^hBA yB^hSu ~ yA^hA,^

nv

+aL"'{k-v)
i=l

X {Si/ + yByA^iAB "" ya^iBn" yAS%Aii)

N ' Mi

iiy

iV Ml

i=i i=i
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i=l-

fc=i

i=l

Mi

=37^1 li(^«-»,)'.
/=i

1=1

2] ~fe)
J=1

=j^zrj {^*. - jf){a - ^•)
i=l

Mi .

i=i-

and

^bA^} ^iA^> ^tAy' ^iAi/

are defined in a similar manner.

From the theory developed/earlier, it is clear that the optimum
weight w is given by

.1
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_ V{T,)- Qoy.
V(T,) - 2 Coy. (T,, T,).+ V (T,)'

To estimate the variances, consider the quantities

^ij

\ 2

c 2 ^ . 1

in, — 1

1
n /

Vf
n mi

«-1 ZjI

1
Till n //t-j

L-i ' nLj tv-i l_x

mi \ 2

--7"Wi Z_j

2
•^65 —

« -• 1

. ^ ^
m, - 1

mt

B,

/ M N

^iDu ~ B,

n wii ^

/

n nii

-,r=n

\

/
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•^iAB

/ "H \

' rWi Z_lX I As:-- / Ai

with similar expressions for Sfji% and

It can then be shown that consistent estimates of V (T^, ViT^)
and Cov. (Tj, Tg) are given by

Est. V(Ti)

n

~ M.)
with a similar expression for. Est. V{T^, and

—2 Est. Cov. {Ti,

1 1

IB

hBy

iAB














